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Data Warehouse Automation 

Design and Build a Data Warehouse Fast! 

Dimodelo Architect dramatically reduces the effort required to 

design, build, deploy and run a Data Warehouse. Deliver the 

benefits of a data warehouse at the speed of self-service BI. 

 

Dimodelo Architect captures your Data Warehouse design, 

generates the code, handles deployment, and runs the ETL. 

 

BI professionals stay focused on delivering valuable and impressive 

Reporting and Analytics… instead of being stuck in Data Warehouse 

code. 

“In a matter of 1 hour, I have been able to use Dimodelo to perform 

the transformations and additional metrics I wanted, deployed and 

tested in UAT. This would have taken me the best part of 2 days 

traditionally” - Nigel Rablin. Business Intelligence Specialist. 

Case Study 

Dimodelo Solution recently built a Data Warehouse for an Aged Care 

client in 29 days yielding 28 Dimension and 13 Facts. The effort included 

gathering requirements, developing the Data Warehouse and ETL using 

Dimodelo Architect, creating a cube with several complex measures, 

implementing the ETL workflow and deploying to a UAT environment.  

Dimodelo Solutions mentored the client through the development 

process providing hands on training to their Business Intelligence 

developers.  

 

 

Dimodelo Architect ROI 

In real life implementations 

Dimodelo Architect has been 

proven to reduce development 

time by 65%.  

On average 6.4 hours in total per 

dimension/fact. That’s analyzed, 

designed, built, tested, scheduled 

and deployed to production. 

Dimodelo Architect will more than 

pay for itself in the first iteration of 

your project. 

The Data Warehouse is delivered 

earlier, and those savings continue 

in subsequent iterations and 

maintenance.  

 

 

Dimodelo Architect is Risk 

Free! 

Dimodelo Architect generates 

standard SQL and SSIS code. If, for 

any reason, you decide to not to 

continue using Dimodelo Architect, 

your developers can simply continue 

on coding, modifying the SQL and 

SSIS directly.  

 



About Dimodelo Architect 

 

Dimodelo Architect is a Data Warehouse Automation tool for the 

Microsoft SQL Server platform. Use Dimodelo Architect to design, 

generate, deploy and run a Data Warehouse. Dimodelo Architect 

captures your entire Data Warehouse design in a single Visual 

Studio project, then generates the staging and data warehouse 

databases, and high performance, industry best practice SSIS 

Packages. Dimodelo Architect manages the deployment of the 

solution to a server, and the execution of ETL batches. 

Be truly agile 

Dimodelo Architect allows you to be truly agile. Respond to 

changing business requirements and iterate quickly through 

releases. Simply change a column, data type, mapping, 

expression etc., and re generate. Your change is propagated 

throughout the code. 

Dimodelo Architect supports SQL Server 2008, 2012, 2014 and 

2016. 

Visit www.dimodelo.com/features/ to find out more. 

About Us 

Dimodelo Solutions is the creator of 

Dimodelo Architect, a Data 

Warehouse Automation tool for the 

Microsoft platform. Dimodelo Solutions 

provides Data Management and 

Business Intelligence consulting 

services. 

Dimodelo Solutions is headquartered in 

Toronto, Canada, and operates in 

North America and Australia. 

Contact Us 

US & Canada: 416-720-5485 

Australia: 0407 698 591 

Email: sales@dimodelo.com 

Web: www.dimodelo.com 
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